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Vacse

Recommendation,
SEK senior unsecured

A strong credit, but maturity profile getting shorter
•

Small but high-quality property portfolio

•

Bonds and overall funding profile getting shorter

•

Maintain Market Perform recommendation

Market Perform

Underperform

Outperform

Portfolio starting to grow
Vacse has agreed to acquire three newly-constructed properties over the next
few years, so the portfolio will grow from its current value of SEK 5.3bn. The
group’s business model of securing public entities on long-term leases remains
intact, leaving Vacse just as defensive as before.

Public ratings

LTV declining, but target remains in place

No public ratings

As with peers, Vacse’s loan-to-value (LTV) has fallen in recent years and
reached 39% at the end of Q1 2018 (excluding shareholder loans). Its financial
target of keeping senior LTV at no more than 60% remains in place, so an
increase in leverage ahead should not come as a surprise. However, we see
ample room for Vacse to acquire property and remain within its leverage target.

Bonds are at fair value
The outstanding 06/2019 notes have a maturity of just one year, which makes
relative value difficult to assess. The relatively short maturity funding profile is
also in itself a negative from a credit perspective. We maintain Market Perform.
Johan Sahlström, +46 8 463 4537, josa23@handelsbanken.se

Key figures*
SEK m
Rental revenues
Net operating income Real Estate
EBITDA
EBITDA margin, %
Profit before value changes
Net income
Property value
Gross debt
Net debt to property value, %
Total debt to total assets, %
Debt to EBITDA, x
FFO to debt, %
EBITDA / interest expense, x
Vacancy rate, %
Pledged assets to total assets, %
Secured debt to total assets, %

Company data
Web address:

www.vacse.se

CEO:

Fredrik Linderborg

CFO:

Henrik Molin

Company data
Vacse is a relatively small property company that
focuses on long-term leasing to public entities.
The company plans to grow its property portfolio
from SEK 5.3bn as of year-end 2017. The
company is owned by seven pension foundations.

Property values, 2017
2013
187
164
159
85
115
174
3,247
1,643
49
50
10.4
8.2
3.7x
0
37
25

2014
268
236
226
84
168
147
4,764
2,546
52
52
11.3
6.8
3.9x
0
28
17

2015
336
293
277
83
214
344
5,025
2,517
49
49
9.1
8.2
4.4x
0
28
16

2016
339
293
268
79
200
417
5,344
2,444
44
45
9.1
7.4
3.9x
0
34
14

2017
334
285
264
79
196
313
5,257
2,138
39
40
8.1
8.7
3.9x
0
39
14

Source: Company reports and Handelsbanken Capital Markets; *adjusted for shareholder loans

For full disclaimer and definitions, please refer to the end of this report.
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Company profile
Vacse is property company that was established by the pension foundation of seven major companies. The
company invests in property that is leased under long-term contracts to public entities.

Background
Created in 2009 by
seven pension
foundations

Vacse was created in 2009 by seven pension foundations (Apoteket, Atlas Copco,
Ericsson, Sandvik, Skanska, Stora Enso and Volvo) with the aim of generating
stable long-term returns. Its strategy is to secure public entities on long-term leases.
The original plan was to grow the property portfolio relatively quickly, but growth
slowed substantially after 2014. In our view, higher prices and stiffer competition for
the type of properties that Vacse targets probably played a role in the slowdown.
Additionally, we believe that changed objectives among the owners and major
changes to the management team in 2015-16 also contributed to the deceleration.
Figure 1: Vacse, total assets
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New projects
Agreed to acquire
three new properties

As of March 31, 2018, the company had agreements in place to acquire three new
project properties that will be completed over the next few years. The largest project
(total lettable area of about 15,000 square metres), Färgskrapan, is expected to be
completed in 2020. A rental contract was signed by the Swedish National Courts
Administration in October 2017 and Skanska was awarded the building contract
shortly thereafter. According to Skanska, the project value is about SEK 420m.
The group’s second largest project, MSB’s (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency)
new office in Karlstad, will be acquired from Skanska during the summer of 2018.
The property will have a total lettable area about 8,500 square metres. The seller
announced the transaction in Q3 2016, with a stated price of around SEK 250m.
A third smaller project for Tierp Municipality and Region Uppsala is expected to be
completed in Q1 2019. Vacse says the purchase price is about SEK 120m.
In addition to the three projects above, Vacse signed a letter of intent with the
National Library of Sweden during the first quarter of 2018 to extend an existing
property by about 3,000 square metres.
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Property portfolio
13 properties as at
year-end 2017

Long-term lease
contracts and no
vacancies

At the end of Q1 2018, Vacse’s portfolio contained 13 properties and had a combined
value of SEK 5.3bn. The properties are typically purpose-built and let to public
entities under long-term contracts. At the end of Q1 2018, the average contract
maturity was 11.1 years. Leasing contracts with government entities account for 86%
of the contract value. The rest of the properties have regional governments as
lessees. The portfolio has practically no vacancies.
We consider the portfolio to be high quality. The combination of long-term contracts
and government-related tenants make the rental income stream very defensive.
Vacancies are unlikely, as we expect contract renewals to be the norm. However, if
vacated, the (in many cases) tailor-made properties may require significant
renovation and alteration to attract new tenants. As long as the number of properties
and tenants remain relatively low, we view contract maturities as a risk.

Sustainability
Vacse worked extensively with sustainability in 2016-17, establishing several new
policies and targets. The company aims to certify its properties and has established
targets for reduced energy consumption and green financing. Existing buildings will
be certified using BREEAM-In-Use. All acquired properties should be certified
according to Miljöbyggnad, BREEAM or LEED. At the end of 2017, three of the
company’s 13 properties were certified. Early in 2017, the company was certified
according to ISO 14001.
Target for green
funding of 50% at
the end of 2020

The company aims to use green bonds to refinance existing outstanding notes to the
greatest possible extent; it targets green funding representing 50% of the total by the
end of 2020. The company aims to reduce the energy consumption of the properties
in its portfolio. The company’s energy consumption fell by 3.4% in 2017 and the
company targets a further decline of 3% for 2018.

Capital structure
At the end of Q1 2018, Vacse had SEK 1,346m of equity and SEK 1,454m of
shareholder loans. We consider the shareholder loans to be “equity-like”, for all
practical purposes. The company targets an LTV (excluding shareholder loans) of
below 60%, but the actual number was 39% at the end of Q1 2018.
Table 1: Ownership distribution*
Ow ner

Stake

Ericsson

21.4%

Skanska

21.4%

Apoteket

14.3%

Volvo

14.3%

Atlas Copco

10.7%

Stora Enso

10.7%

Sandvik

7.1%

Source: Vacse; *note: through the respective pension foundation

Leverage has fallen
in recent years

As with peers, Vacse has reduced its leverage over the past few years (Figure 2).
Current net senior leverage of 39% is significantly below target (of not exceeding
60%). While the low figure is obviously positive, we do not take it fully at face value,
as we expect the company to increase its leverage given the opportunity. Vacse is
obviously able to make several property acquisitions before getting close to its
maximum LTV target. Even if Vacse was to acquire all three signed projects in 2018,
we estimate that its LTV would remain well below 50% at the end of the year.
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As with peers, Vacse’s LTV has benefitted from rising property values over the past
few years. However, because of Vacse’s long-term rental contracts, its sensitivity to
rising rents is lower than for peers, which generally have shorter contracts.
Figure 2: Debt to assets*
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Figure 3: Max LTV according to policy
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Financial policy, liquidity and funding
Vacse has a Swedish MTN programme with two outstanding notes, one fixed-rate
note and one FRN, both maturing in June 2019. The total amount outstanding is
SEK 1.4bn. In addition to the bonds, the company’s funding consists of a secured
bank loan of SEK 739m, maturing April 2021.
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Vacse signed a SEK 600m revolving credit facility in December 2017, of which
SEK 500m has a maturity of three years and SEK 100m has a maturity of one year.
The facility was unused at the end of 2017. In addition, the company had cash of
SEK 92m at the end of 2017.
Increasing skew
toward short funding
maturities is
negative from a
credit perspective

The company targets an average funding maturity of at least two years. Its average
maturity was 1.8 years at the end of Q1 2018, or 2.2 years including the three-year
committed credit facility. In our view, the increasing skew of funding toward short
maturities is negative from a credit perspective.
The company’s financial policy includes:
•

Secured loans capped at 20% of total assets

•

LTV (excluding shareholder loans) not to exceed 60%

•

Weighted average maturity of funding of at least two years
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Credit view
Vacse’s credit profile is characterised by: 1) a defensive portfolio with long-term leasing contracts to public
entities; 2) low current leverage, but a financial policy that allows LTV to reach 60%; and, 3) the company’s
small size.

Key credit considerations
In our view, supportive factors for Vacse’s credit profile include:
•

Long-term rental contracts to highly creditworthy public entities;

•

Leverage is currently well below that suggested by the company’s policy;

•

No vacancies;

•

High-quality, modern properties;

•

Financially strong owners; investors could exercise their put option on bond holdings if a
new owner acquires more than 50% of the company’s equity.

In our view, restrictive factors for Vacse’s credit profile include:
•

The relatively small overall size of the company;

•

A financial policy that allows leverage to potentially reach 60%, although current leverage
is notably lower;

•

Vacse has a limited number of properties, but many of its buildings are tailor-made, which
exposes the company to risks at contract expiration;

•

Funding profile skewed toward relatively short maturities.
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Relative value
The outstanding 06/2019 notes have only one year left until maturity, which makes relative value difficult to
assess. Vacse is priced in line with other high-quality unrated property names, such as Humlegården and
Wallenstam, which we think makes a lot of sense. We stay with our Market Perform recommendation.

Peers
In our view, the closet peers to Vacse from a portfolio composition point of view are
Intea (not covered) and Hemsö. The latter is much larger and publicly rated by S&P
(A-/Stable).
The outstanding 06/2019 notes have only one year to maturity. The difficulties of
assessing relative value with such a short maturity are compounded by the lack of
close peers with bonds of similar maturities.
Looking at standard spread curves, we note that Vacse is priced on our generic SEK
property curve, which consists of bonds issued by Akelius, Atrium Ljungberg,
Balder, Castellum, Hufvudstaden, Kungsleden, Olav Thon, Steen & Ström, Vacse,
Wallenstam and Wihlborgs. Judging by the generic spread curve, Vacse is trading
slightly inside Humlegården and Wallenstam, but clearly inside Wihlborgs (Figure 4).
In our view, the current notes represent about fair value for Vacse; we maintain our
Market Perform rating.

Figure 4: Vacse and unrated real estate peers
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Credit research disclaimer
Recommendation structure and allocations
Handelsbanken Capital Markets Credit Research (HCM) employs a three-graded recommendation scale. The recommendations reflect
the analyst’s assessment of the bond’s total return on a 12-month time horizon in relation to a relevant benchmark. The
recommendations amongst companies under coverage and amongst companies under coverage for which Handelsbanken has
provided investment banking services in the past 12 months are listed below:
Recommendations: definitions and allocations
HCM recommendation1
Underperform
Market Perform
Outperform

HCM universe unsecured2
15%
65%
20%

HCM universe secured2
17%
50%
33%

IB services3
25%
37%
55%

1

Recommendation definitions:
Outperform: Over the next 12 months, the bond’s total return is expected to exceed the total return of the relevant benchmark
Market Perform: Over the next 12 months, the bond’s total return is expected to be in line with the total return of the relevant benchmark
Underperform: Over the next 12 months, the bond’s total return is expected to be below the total return of the relevant benchmark
2 Percentage of companies under coverage within each recommendation
3 Percentage of companies within each recommendation (unsecured) for which investment banking services have been provided in the past 12 months
Source: Handelsbanken Capital Markets, as per 4/5 2018 3016 589 UnderWork Credit Comment

Recommendations are continuously reviewed by the analyst and monitored by the Research Management and will be updated and/or
refreshed regularly. The rationale behind a change in recommendation will be explained in such a refresher/update.
A list of all recommendations made by investment research during the preceding 12-month period is available here:
https://www.researchonline.se/desc/creditrechist.
Unless otherwise specified, prices and spreads mentioned in this report refer to the closing price of the previous day.
Risk warning
All investments involve risks and investors are encouraged to make their own decision as to the appropriateness of an investment in any
securities referred to in this report, based on their specific investment objectives, financial status and risk tolerance. The historical return
of a financial instrument is not a guarantee of future return. The value of financial instruments can rise or fall, and it is not certain that
you will get back all the capital you have invested. At times, the expected total returns may fall outside of the above stated expectation
because of price movement and/or volatility. Such interim deviations from specified expectations will be permitted but will become
subject to review by Research Management.
Valuation and methodology
Handelsbanken Capital Markets provides investment research as defined in Article 24(1) of Directive 2006/73/EC(4) Commission
Directive 2006/73/EC of 10 August 2006. Investment recommendations are based on one or more methods of valuation, such as cash
flow analysis, recovery assignments, sector performance, market movements, etc. The recommendations reflect the analyst’s
assessment of the expected total return on the instrument compared to the relevant benchmark (i.e. the expected return on a relevant
benchmark with regard to similar credit quality, sector, currency, maturity, seniority, documentation, etc.). This assessment is not based
on a proprietary HCM model and the basis for the analyst’s assessment is dependent on the characteristics of the sector and the
company and a multitude of fundamental and timing factors are incorporated. The recommendation is made in total return terms relative
a relevant benchmark on a 12-month time horizon and takes into account risks related to the investment. The recommendations do not
represent the analyst’s or the bank’s assessment of the company’s fundamental value or quality. For more detailed information about
the valuation and methodology please consult the Handelsbanken Capital Markets website:
https://www.researchonline.se/desc/creditmethod.
Research disclaimers
Handelsbanken Capital Markets, a division of Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ) (collectively referred to herein as ‘SHB’), is
responsible for the preparation of research reports. SHB is regulated in Sweden by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority, in
Norway by the Financial Supervisory Authority of Norway, in Finland by the Financial Supervisory Authority of Finland and in Denmark
by the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority. All research reports are prepared from trade and statistical services and other
information that SHB considers to be reliable. SHB has not independently verified such information and does not represent that such
information is true, accurate or complete.
In no event will SHB or any of its affiliates, their officers, directors or employees be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special or
consequential damages arising out of any use of the information contained in the research reports, including without limitation any lost
profits even if SHB is expressly advised of the possibility or likelihood of such damages.
The views contained in SHB research reports are the opinions of employees of SHB and its affiliates and accurately reflect the personal
views of the respective analysts at this date and are subject to change. There can be no assurance that future events will be consistent
with any such opinions. Each analyst identified in this research report also certifies that the opinions expressed herein and attributed to
such analyst accurately reflect his or her individual views about the companies or securities discussed in the research report.
Research reports are prepared by SHB for information purposes only. The information in the research reports does not constitute a
personal recommendation or personalised investment advice and such reports or opinions should not be the basis for making
investment or strategic decisions. This document does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of
any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any
contract or commitment whatsoever. Past performance may not be repeated and should not be seen as an indication of future
performance. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may forfeit all principal
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originally invested. Investors are not guaranteed to make profits on investments and may lose money. Exchange rates may cause the
value of overseas investments and the income arising from them to rise or fall. This research product will be updated on a regular basis.
No part of SHB research reports may be reproduced or distributed to any other person without the prior written consent of SHB. The
distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes
should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
The report does not cover any legal or tax-related aspects pertaining to any of the issuer’s planned or existing debt issuances.
Please be advised of the following important research disclosure statements:
SHB employees, including analysts, receive compensation that is generated by overall firm profitability. Analyst compensation is not
based on specific corporate finance or debt capital markets services. No part of analysts’ compensation has been, is or will be directly or
indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed within research reports.
From time to time, SHB and/or its affiliates may provide investment banking and other services, including corporate banking services
and securities advice, to any of the companies mentioned in our research.
We may act as adviser and/or broker to any of the companies mentioned in our research. SHB may also seek corporate finance
assignments with such companies.
We buy and sell securities mentioned in our research from customers on a principal basis. Accordingly, we may at any time have a long
or short position in any such securities. We may also make a market in the securities of all the companies mentioned in this report.
[Further information and relevant disclosures are contained within our research reports.] SHB, its affiliates, their clients, officers,
directors or employees may own or have positions in securities mentioned in research reports.
The Bank has adopted Guidelines concerning Research which are intended to ensure the integrity and independence of research
analysts and the research department, as well as to identify actual or potential conflicts of interests relating to analysts or the Bank and
to resolve any such conflicts by eliminating or mitigating them and/or making such disclosures as may be appropriate. As part of its
control of conflicts of interests, the Bank has introduced restrictions (“Information barriers”) on communications between the Research
department and other departments of the Bank. In addition, in the Bank’s organisational structure, the Research department is kept
separate from the Corporate Finance department and other departments with similar remits. The Guidelines concerning Research also
include regulations for how payments, bonuses and salaries may be paid out to analysts, what marketing activities an analyst may
participate in, how analysts are to handle their own securities transactions and those of closely related persons, etc. In addition, there
are restrictions in communications between analysts and the subject company. According to the Bank’s Ethical Guidelines for the
Handelsbanken Group, the board and all employees of the Bank must observe high standards of ethics in carrying out their
responsibilities at the Bank, as well as other assignments. For full information on the Bank’s ethical guidelines please see the Bank’s
website www.handelsbanken.com and click through to About the bank – Sustainability at Handelsbanken – Sustainability – Policy
documents and guidelines – Policy documents – Policy for ethical standards in the Handelsbanken Group. Handelsbanken has a ZERO
tolerance of bribery and corruption. This is established in the Bank’s Group Policy on Bribery and Corruption. The prohibition against
bribery also includes the soliciting, arranging or accepting bribes intended for the employee’s family, friends, associates or
acquaintances. For full information on the Bank’s Policy against corruption please see the Bank’s website www.handelsbanken.com and
click through to About the bank – Sustainability at Handelsbanken – Sustainability – Policy documents and guidelines – Policy
documents – Policy against corruption in the Handelsbanken Group.
When distributed in the UK
Research reports are distributed in the UK by SHB.
SHB is authorised by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen) and the Prudential Regulation Authority and
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our
authorisation and regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available from
us on request.
UK customers should note that neither the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme for investment business nor the rules of the
Financial Conduct Authority made under the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) for the protection of private
customers apply to this research report and accordingly UK customers will not be protected by that scheme.
This document may be distributed in the United Kingdom only to persons who are authorised or exempted persons within the meaning
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (or any order made thereunder) or (i) to persons who have professional
experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial
Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”), (ii) to high net worth entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order or (iii) to persons who
are professional clients under Chapter 3 of the Financial Conduct Authority Conduct of Business Sourcebook (all such persons together
being referred to as “Relevant Persons”).
When distributed in the United States
Important Third-Party Research Disclosures:
SHB and its employees are not subject to FINRA’s research analyst rules which are intended to prevent conflicts of interest by, among
other things, prohibiting certain compensation practices, restricting trading by analysts and restricting communications with the
companies that are the subject of the research report.
SHB research reports are intended for distribution in the United States solely to “major U.S. institutional investors,” as defined in Rule
15a-6 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Each major U.S. institutional investor that receives a copy of research report by its
acceptance hereof represents and agrees that it shall not distribute or provide research reports to any other person.
Reports regarding fixed-income products are prepared by SHB and distributed by SHB to major U.S. institutional investors under Rule
15a-6(a)(2). Reports regarding equity products are prepared by SHB and distributed in the United States by Handelsbanken Markets
Securities Inc. (“HMSI”) under Rule 15a-6(a)(3). When distributed by HMSI, HMSI takes responsibility for the report. Any U.S. person
receiving these research reports that desires to effect transactions in any equity product discussed within the research reports should
call or write HMSI. HMSI is a FINRA Member, telephone number (+1-212-326-5153).
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Vacse
This report has not been given to the subject company, or any other external party, prior to publication to approve the accuracy of the
facts presented. The subject company has not been notified of the recommendation or estimate changes, as stated in this report, prior
to publication.
May 04. 2018:
Vacse
- Handelsbanken's analyst Johan Sahlström has no position in Vacse or a related instrument.

On 2017-09-25 the recommendation (unsecured) Outperform, which was set on 2016-08-30, was changed to the current
recommendation Market Perform.
For more company-specific disclosure texts, please consult the Handelsbanken Capital Markets website:
https://www.researchonline.se/desc/disclosure.
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